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Abstract: C-centered radicals RC(Don)(Acc) carrying both an electron-donor and an electron-acceptor substituent are significantly 
more stable than the corresponding symmetrical radicals RC(Don)2 and RC(Acc)2 in media of high dielectric constant, but 
not in the gas phase. 

In 1964,1 one of us suggested that, whereas carbanions are 
stabilized by electron-acceptor substituents and carbenium ions 
by electron-donor substituents, radical centers are specially sta
bilized by simultaneous substitution by both electron-donor and 
electron-acceptor substituents. This concept was denoted 
"merostabilization", developed by qualitative valence bond, mo
lecular orbital, and Linnett double quartet theories and supported 
by the prediction and synthesis of new merostabilized radicals.2 

An analogous concept for nitrogen-centered "push-pull" radicals 
was independently developed by Balaban,3 who used it to predict 
new nitrogen radicals. The theoretical idea behind these concepts 
had been formulated by Dewar4 in 1952 but had remained ne
glected. More recently, merostabilized radicals have been the 
subject of much attention,5 significantly assisted by extensive 
experimental work by Viehe.6,7 

However, there has been much controversy regarding the 
amount, and indeed the reality, of the stabilization energy of 
merostabilized radicals.8 The latest published theoretical cal
culations9 disclose no appreciable extra stability. Although Leroy 
now believes10 that such radicals generally have a somewhat larger 
stabilization energy than the sum of the stabilization energies of 
the corresponding monosubstituted species, and Clark" also finds 
small extra stabilizations, considerable skepticism was expressed 
at the recent NATO Conference ("Substituent Effects on Radical 
Stabilization") in January 1986 regarding the existence of an 
appreciable energetic stabilization. 

In our initial publications,2 the importance of charge-separated 
forms which allowed delocalization of the radical center over all 
the atoms in a conjugated chain (rather than at each alternate 
atom) was specifically emphasized and the comparison made to 
the charge delocalization in merocyanine dyes (whence the name). 
In view of the present activity and interest in merostabilized 
radicals,5 we have now carried out calculations on a variety of 
them, taking into account solvation effects which are expected 
to greatly influence the importance of charge-separated canonical 
forms.12 

We suggest that the merostabilization energy of a radical 
CRXY should be defined by eq 1, which refers this energy to that 
of the corresponding symmetrically substituted radicals. 

&EM = E1 CRXY 0.5(£, CRX, ^CRY2) (D 
We have taken into account nonspecific or macroscopic solvation 

via the self-consistent reaction-field (SCRF) formulization.13 The 
Hamiltonian Htf of the molecule in the dielectric medium has the 
following form 

H,f - H0 + H1 (2) 

where H0 is the Hamiltonian of the isolated molecule and the 
perturbation term H1 describes its interaction with the solvent 
polarization electric field (reaction field) around this molecule 
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Table I. The INDO UHF SCRF Calculated Properties of Some 
Dihomosubstituted Radicals 

radical 

1. CH(CN)2 

2. CH(OH)2 

3. CH(OCH3);, 

4. CH(NH2J2 

dielectric 
constant 

of solvent 

1 
80 

1 
80 

1 
80 

1 
80 

total 
energy 

(hartree) 

-40.704 69 
-40.72648 

-41.72964 
-41,73299 

-57.83485 
-57.858 73 

-30.847 59 
-30.87065 

rel energy 
(kcal/mol) 

(0) 
-13.7 

(0) 
-2.1 

(0) 
-15.0 

(0) 
-14.4 

dipole 
moment (D) 

2.842 
3.511 

0.889 
1.006 

3.392 
3.853 

2.840 
3.314 

in solution. For a long-living species with the relaxation or half-life 
time T » 10"" s 

H1 = «(«)<0M0>M (3) 

where <t> denotes the electronic wave function of the solute molecule 
at the previous step of SCRF procedure, and n is the dipole 
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Table II. The INDO UHF SCRF Calculated Properties of Some Captodative Radicals 

Katritzky et al. 

radical 

1. CH(CN)OH 

2. CH(CN)OCH3 

3. CH(CN)NH2 

dielectric constant 
of solvent 

1 
80 

1 
80 

1 
80 

total energy 
(hartree) 

-41.21226 
-41.268 55 

-48.919 32 
-48.997 97 

-35,76695 
-35.81012 

rel energy 
(kcal/mol) 

(0) 
-35.5 

(0) 
-49.4 

(0) 
-27.1 

dipole 
moment (D) 

3.279 
5.168 

4.341 
6.796 

3.150 
5.039 

A£M(1) 
(kcal/mol) 

3.1" 
-24.4 

1.2 
-28.8 

5.7 
-7.3 

aThis number is in a good accordance with the earlier value (A£M = 3.31 kcal/mol), obtained from the ab initio UHF full geometry optimization 
calculations with the 4-3IG basis set. 
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Figure 1. The INDO UHF SCRF calculated spin density differences of 
the merostabilized radicals in different dielectric media. 

moment operator. The dielectric permittivity tensor g(t) is a 
parameter of the macroscopic dielectric constant of the solvent, 

S(O = 
1 

(2* + Da0
3 

(4) 

In the last formula (eq 4), a0 denotes the radius of the (pre
sumed spherical) cavity in the solvent, into which the solute 
molecule is embedded. 

In each calculation the corresponding cavity radius was esti
mated from the intrinsic volume K0, itself calculated from the 
refractivity of the molecule investigated14 

a0 = (3F 0 /4 T ) ' / 3 
(5) 

The set of modified Hartree-Fock equations 

(6) 

was then solved by the usual self-consistent-field procedure to 
obtain the MOs \\p^ and corresponding orbital energies {«,-). The 
SCRF approach was used by us in the framework of INDO and 
INDO CI15 methods with full geometry optimization. A more 
complete discussion of these techniques will be given elsewhere.16 

The results of these SCRF UHF INDO calculations on some 
organic radicals are given in Tables I and II. The spin and charge 
distribution differences of these radicals in different dielectric 
media are illustrated by the data in Figures 1 and 2. 
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Chem. Quant. Biol. Symp., in press. 
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Figure 2. The INDO UHF SCRF calculated charge density differences 
of the merostabilized radicals in different dielectric media. 

There is significant stabilization of all of the radicals in the high 
dielectric constant medium (« = 80). However, the value of this 
stabilization energy is much larger in the case of merostabilized 
radicals (cf. Tables I and II). This leads now to important dif
ferences in the merostabilization energies calculated according 
to eq 1. 

In agreement with the literature data mentioned above,9 we 
observe no additional stabilization of captodative radicals in the 
gas phase at the Hartee-Fock molecular orbital level.10 In fact 
our calculations indicate a small destabilization of these radicals 
compared to the corresponding symmetrical radicals. However, 
in a high dielectric constant continuum, substantial stabilization 
(7-28 kcal/mol) is predicted (cf. Table II). The physical reason 
for this stabilization is the higher polarization (and dipole moment) 
of the donor-acceptor substituted radicals in a high dielectric 
constant medium in comparison with the corresponding diho-
mosubstituted radicals. The dipole moment of symmetrically 
substituted radicals increases only by 15-20% as the dielectric 
constant increases from e = 1 to 80. The corresponding change 
for merostabilized radicals is 50-60%. This remarkable difference 
in the charge distribution is reflected by the greater charge de-
localization (see Figure 1) and also by the greater unpaired 
electron delocalization (see Figure 2) in the merostabilized radicals 
in solution. 

It follows that the merostabilization of radicals in solution is 
essentially caused by the environmental effects on their electronic 
structure and stability. This provides another highly experi
mentally significant example of the importance of solvation in 
explaining and predicting the intrinsic electronic properties in 
solution. It must be emphasized finally that appreciable me
rostabilization of radicals is not predicted through calculations 
that do not include the solvent.9"11 


